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1. Introduction
Surfaces form the working template upon which much of
the world’s technologically important chemistry occurs.1

Catalysis, corrosion, adhesion, friction/lubrication, and
materials growth all depend critically upon interfacial
chemistry. This account discusses how photochemical
methods can be exploited to explore the fundamental
dynamics of elementary catalytic reactions occurring at
the gas/metal interface.2 By studying reactions on single
crystal surfaces, several rather unique opportunities arise.
The first stems from the natural self-organization of
adsorbed molecules which become stereochemically ar-
ranged by the periodic surface forces. By initiating
reactions nonthermally at low temperatures, one may
investigate restricted and organized reactive geometries.
Second, in contrast to reactions occurring in bulk con-
densed phases, characterization of nascent product state
distributions for surface reactions is readily achieved
through gas phase spectroscopy if the products are
promptly desorbed. Studies of such surface reactions can
provide us with a dynamical window into the world of
condensed phase reactions. Finally, the remarkable ability
of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to image and
manipulate atoms and molecules currently permits non-
thermal reactions to be examined microscopically at the
level of individual reagents adsorbed at specific surface
sites.3 In the long run, we must anticipate that surfaces
will prove to be among the very best places to study the
elementary details of chemical reactions.

Much of our dynamical information about surface
reactions derives from molecular beam and recombinative
thermal desorption studies of reactions carried out on
single crystal surfaces prepared in ultrahigh vacuum.4

State analysis of products desorbed into the gas phase has
come from time-of-flight (TOF) spectroscopy to a quad-
rupole mass spectrometer, infrared chemiluminescence,
laser induced fluorescence, or resonance enhanced mul-

tiphoton ionization. Unfortunately, most catalytic reac-
tions, such as CO oxidation, proceed through the Lang-
muir-Hinshelwood (L-H) mechanism in which ther-
malized adsorbed reagents react at the surface tempera-
ture (e.g. 1/2O2(g) + CO(g) f O(ad) + CO(ad) f CO2(g)).
The energetic monochromaticity of reagent molecular
beams goes largely to waste for such L-H reactions, but
this may not be the case for reactions proceeding through
the Eley-Rideal (E-R) mechanism in which an impinging
gas phase species reacts directly with an adsorbate.
Despite their long standing discussion, Eley-Rideal reac-
tions have only recently been definitively observed when
radical species such as H atoms were made incident on
adsorbate covered surfaces.5 Cross-sections for radicals
reacting with closed shell species are generally much
greater than those for reactions involving two closed shell
species because the reduced Pauli repulsion experienced
during reactive approach of a radical allows for much
lower activation barriers.6 Just as for gas phase reactions,7

it is only practically feasible to study the dynamics of state-
prepared radical/closed shell or radical/radical surface
reactions which occur with relatively high probability
upon every interreagent collision. In the case of typical
L-H reactions, at least one of the closed shell molecular
reagents incident from the gas phase is dissociated on the
surface to give an adsorbate whose reactivity lies some-
where intermediate between a radical and closed shell
species (e.g. O2(g) f 2O(ad) during CO oxidation).1 This
reactivity is typically insufficient to generate a L-H
reaction upon every interreagent collision on the surface,
at least not after the dissociated fragments of the molec-
ular reagent have become thermalized to the surface
temperature. However, prior to thermalization, the “hot”
molecular fragments may display an enhanced reactivity
before their heat of adsorption is dissipated. Reactions
of such “hot precursors” to the thermalized L-H reagents
through a mechanism intermediate between the E-R and
L-H mechanisms were first discussed by Harris and
Kasemo8 to explain low-temperature reactions occurring
when H2 and O2 gases were adsorbed on a polycrystalline
Pt foil. Hot H atom fragments liberated by thermal
dissociation of adsorbing H2 were suggested to react with
adsorbed O and OH species to form OH and H2O products
through a precursor (or H-K) mechanism. Analogous
surface photochemical reactions involving hot photofrag-
ments produced by adsorbate photofragmentation were
first demonstrated on insulators by Polanyi’s group at
Toronto9 and on metals by Ho’s group at Cornell.10

Photochemical methods for exploring reaction dynam-
ics on metals have been somewhat delayed in developing
because of the popular perception that electronic quench-
ing rates for adsorbates on metals were prohibitively fast
for surface photochemistry to be observable.11 It is only
over the past decade that adsorbate photochemistry on
metals has begun to be identified and examined in
detail.12 Adsorbed molecules on a metal may be excited
directly by light absorption or indirectly by interaction
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with photoexcited charge carriers of the substrate. Rapid
quenching of electronically excited adsorbate states at
metals (τ ∼ 1-10 fs) makes the quantum yield for observ-
able adsorbate photochemistry very small. Direct absorp-
tion of UV light by an adsorbate monolayer is relatively
improbable (ca. 0.01%), but the metal can absorb and
gather much of the incident UV light (ca. 50%) close to
the surface where hot carriers may reach the adsorbate.
Furthermore, gas phase photochemical cross-sections are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the larger
electron-molecule cross sections for dissociative electron
attachment (DEA) [e.g. 100 Å2 for DEA of CCl4(g)!]. As a
consequence, adsorbate photochemistry on metals is usu-
ally driven by photoexcited substrate electrons. Observed
photochemistry has included photoconversion between
adsorbate states, photodesorption, photofragmentation,
and photoreaction. Although these broad features of ad-
sorbate photochemistry on metals are well-established,11-13

the study of adsorbate photochemical dynamics remains
an active and rapidly growing field of scientific investiga-
tion.14

A particular interest at Virginia has been to exploit
adsorbate photochemistry to investigate the dynamics of
catalytic reactions on metal single crystals.15 Ideally,
photofragmentation induced within an ordered submono-
layer of coadsorbates can lead to reactive attack of the
photofragments on neighboring coadsorbed molecules.
The range of impact parameters and relative orientations
of attack are constrained by the initial bonding of the co-
adsorbates to the surface. The dynamics of such “surface
aligned photoreactions”,9,16,17 can be followed by TOF
techniques if the photoproducts leave the surface promptly
and the reactions are initiated with pulsed lasers. By
working at low temperatures and under ultrahigh vacuum
conditions, the initial state of the adsorbates can be char-
acterized using surface analytical techniques. By initiating
the photoreaction with a tunable laser, the experimenter
may vary the translational and internal energy distribu-
tions of the photofragments involved in the reactive colli-
sions, while the collisional stereochemistry may be modu-
lated by varying the coverage of the coadsorbed precursors.

The rapid quenching of electronically excited adsorbate
states on metals (τ e 10 fs) means that bimolecular reac-
tions involving photofragment are likely to proceed, for
the most part, along the ground state potentials relevant
to catalysis. As a consequence, studies of photochemical
model systems may provide insight as to the dynamics
and mechanisms of related catalytic reactions which are
normally thermally driven. In this account, experimental
studies relevant to O2 chemistry, CO oxidation, and C-H
bond cleavage of methane on Pt(111) are discussed and
connections are made to developing theories of surface
reactivity. Our analysis of these reactions will range from
one considering simple collisional ballistics to reactive
statistics.

2. Oxygen Photochemistry on Platinum(111)
Much of the photochemistry of O2 on Pt(111) can be
understood on the basis of the ground state potential

energy surface (PES) displayed in Figure 1 for which the
O2 chemisorbed state is separated from the atomic and
physisorbed states by heavily constrained transition
states.18,19 Under ultraviolet irradiation, chemisorbed O2

on Pt(111) undergoes parallel photorearrangement, pho-
todesorption, and photofragmention.20 All of the chemi-
sorbed O2 photochemistry is believed to result from the
transient capture of a photoexcited substrate electron into
the 3 σu* orbital of chemisorbed O2.21,22 The transient O2

-

is attracted toward the surface by the image potential and
the equilibrium bond length is lengthened. Rapid neu-
tralization of the anion in close proximity to the metal
surface results in a translationally and vibrationally excited
neutral molecule which can go on to diffuse, desorb, or
dissociate on the ground state PES. Similar photoactivity
was observed for physisorbed O2.22 The 308 nm photo-
desorption dynamics of both physisorbed and chemi-
sorbed O2 were probed in our laboratory by laser triggered
TOF spectra to a twice differentially pumped mass spec-
trometer such that angular yield distributions, P(ϑ), and
translational energy distributions, P(E T), could be de-
rived.22 Photodesorption from the chemisorbed state was
characterized by a desorbate mean translational energy
of 〈E T〉 ) 0.12 eV (comparable to a “temperature” of 〈E T〉/
2k b ) 700 K) and a roughly cosine angular distribution
consistent with partial trapping/thermalization of the
photoexcited O2 in the ground state chemisorption well
prior to desorption. By contrast, photodesorption from
the physisorbed state produced a desorbate 〈E T〉 ) 0.30
eV (∼1750 K) and a much sharper (0.9 cos34 ϑ + 0.1 cos
ϑ) angular distribution indicative of more direct desorp-
tion dynamics.

3. Ballistic Collisions of Hot Oxygen Atom
Photofragments
If O atom photofragments are to be used as reagents in
dynamical studies of bimolecular surface reactions, it will

FIGURE 1. (Solid curve) Schematic 1-D depiction of the O2/Pt(111)
potential along the minimum energy pathway leading to dissociative
adsorption as determined by low-Ts adsorption/desorption experi-
ments. Effective energetic barriers sampled in molecular beam
adsorption and high-Ts desorption experiments are represented by
the dashed curves.
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be necessary to have a measure of their energy. Unfor-
tunately, the O atoms produced by O2 photofragmentation
on Pt(111) do not leave the surface, so TOF techniques
cannot directly quantify the O atom translational energies.
Nevertheless, it has been possible to indirectly quantify
the photofragment energies by coadsorbing a series of
noble gases (Ar, Kr, and Xe) with O2 and monitoring the
TOF spectra and angular yield of the noble gases which
are desorbed via collisions with ballistic O atom photof-
ragments.23 The collisionally desorbed noble gases leave
the 20 K surface in a narrow range of angles close to ϑ )

35° and with mean translational energies in the 0.12 eV
(1400 K) range (see Figure 2). The desorption dynamics
indicate that the O atoms chatter between the heavier
departing noble gas atoms and the underlying surface. A
lower bound of 0.73 eV was established for the energy of
the fastest O atom photofragments produced by irradia-
tion at 250 nm.

Hard sphere elastic scattering theory for this system
leads to the simple result that the noble gases should
desorb at ϑ ) cos-1(b/D), where b is the impact parameter
and D is the collision diameter. Chemisorbed O2 is
adsorbed with an internuclear bond parallel to the surface
and launches O atom photofragments toward the noble
gases, which are physisorbed about 1.7-2.7 Å further away
from the surface plane. The desorption angular distribu-
tion can be simply modeled under the assumption that
thermal vibrations of the reagents against the surface lead
to a Gaussian distribution of impact parameters,

Figure 3 shows the mapping of impact parameters into
desorption angles and the desorption angular distributions

FIGURE 2. (a, top) Angular distributions of desorbing Ar, Kr, and
Xe from coadsorbed ∼0.15 monolayer noble gas/0.26 monolayer
chemisorbed O2/Pt(111) surfaces irradiated at 250 nm. (b, bottom)
TOF spectra and translational energy distributions for Ar, Kr, and
Xe desorbing into ϑ ) 35°.23 The P(ET) distributions were forward
simulated over the experimental parameters to obtain the smooth
fits to the TOF spectra.

FIGURE 3. (a) Impact parameter versus calculated noble gas
desorption angle in O atom photofragment collisions with Ar, Kr,
and Xe. (b) Simulated noble gas angular distributions based on hard
sphere scattering around a Gaussian range of impact parameters
(b0, D fixed by literature values; σb ) 0.2 Å).

P(ϑ) )
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σb[2π]1/2
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predicted for scattering by a single collision in the plane
of the detector. The mean energy transfer to the different
noble gases at the most probable desorption angles should
be 0.27 ( 0.01 given literature impact parameters and the
calculated ϑ’s. Comparing Figure 3 to the experimental
data of Figure 2, it is clear that only the Ar desorption is
roughly consistent with the single collision predictions.
The heavier noble gases desorb at overly small angles and
have far too much translational energy, particularly so
because their adsorption energies are significantly larger
than Ar’s! We believe that chattering of the light O
photofragments between the heavier noble gases and the
heavy surface leads to multiple collisions and enhanced
energy transfer.23,24 A lower bound of 0.73 eV for the
energy of the fastest O atom photofragments could be
established by the sum of the Xe adsorption energy (Ead

) 0.29 eV) and the translational energy of the fastest
desorbing Xe (5% had E T g 0.44 eV). A less conservative
estimate of the O atom translational energy distribution
would be to assume single collision dynamics for the Ar
desorption, neglect the Ar adsorption energy, and scale
the 35° P(E T) for Ar by the calculated energy transfer of
27%. These energies are in the range of the 1.1 ( 0.1 eV
calculated to be available to O atoms from thermal
dissociation of chemisorbed O2 on Pt(111). Recent low-
temperature STM measurements also indicate that ther-
mal25 and nonthermal dissociation26 of chemisorbed O2

on Pt(111) produce hot O atoms of similar energies which
can travel several lattice spacings across the surface.

4. CO Oxidation on Platinum(111)
The high-temperature oxidation of CO on platinum is
relatively well-understood and finds extensive application
in the catalytic converters of automobiles and industry.1

At temperatures above 200 K, CO oxidation occurs as
coadsorbed CO and O atoms react in the L-H fashion.
The energetics of the low coverage oxidation on Pt(111)
were established by molecular beam experiments27 and
are illustrated in Figure 4. The energetic position of the
molecularly adsorbed reagents lies a scant 0.04 eV below
that of the CO2

q transition state for the L-H reaction. As
a consequence, when coadsorbed CO and O2 are heated
to 150 K and O2 thermally dissociates to yield hot O atoms
with nascent energies of ∼1.1 eV, it is believed that some
of the initial O + CO collisions are sufficiently energetic
to traverse the CO2

q transition state barrier and produce
product via a H-K reaction mechanism.28 The dynamics
of the low-temperature H-K reaction are quite similar to
those of the high-temperature L-H reaction, which sup-
ports the notion of passage through a common transition
state. The transition state is believed to be an O atom
coupling to a CO molecule with an obtuse included angle
in a configuration somewhere intermediate between bent
CO2

- and linear CO2. The CO2 product dynamics are
characterized by a ∼cos8 ϑ angular distribution and mean
translational energies in the 0.36-0.6 eV range.28 Differ-
ences in the product 〈E T〉s have been attributed to differing
reagent coverages which influence the reaction path

energetics. The activation barrier for the L-H reaction
between adsorbed O atoms and CO falls from 1.05 to 0.51
eV as the O atom coverage (θO) is increased from zero to
θO g 0.1 monolayer.27

Menzel and co-workers28 have pointed out that the
reagent adsorption energies are relatively independent of
coverage, so a reduction in the L-H activation barrier
signals a reduction in the exit channel exoergicity, E0, from
the CO2

q transition state to CO2(g). Under this assump-
tion, the fraction of the available product energy chan-
neled into translation, f T ) 〈E T〉/E0, is found to be fairly
constant at f T ∼ 40%. Infrared chemiluminescence ex-
periments on Pt foil have shown that the CO2 product
from the high-temperature L-H reaction is excited to a
mean rovibrational energy of 〈E RV〉 ) 0.36 eV.29 The
fraction of the available product energy appearing in
molecular internal energy under these conditions is f RV

∼ 40%. If product energy partitioning is fairly indepen-
dent of coverage and f RV ∼ 40% and f T ∼ 40%, then we
may estimate the fraction of the product energy that is
taken up by the surface degrees of freedom as f S ∼ 20%.28

The first dynamical study of a bimolecular photoreac-
tion on a metal surface was carried out at Virginia for the
CO photooxidation reaction on Pt(111).16 Figure 5 shows
the TOF spectrum and associated translational energy
distribution for the CO2 photoproduct from the 308 nm
excimer laser induced photochemical reaction between
chemisorbed O2 and CO on a Pt(111) surface held at Ts )
25 K. The CO2 angular distribution was sharply peaked
(full width at half-maximum (fwhm) ∼ 20°) around the
surface normal. The mean CO2 translational energy into
ϑ ) 0° was 〈E T〉 ) 0.45 eV and the maximum translational
energy was E Tmax ) 1.35 ( 0.15 eV. The photochemical
reaction dynamics are remarkably similar to those dis-
cussed above for the high-temperature L-H and the low-
temperature H-K reactions. The near coincidence of the
limiting CO2 photoproduct translational energy with the
thermal reaction’s exit channel exoergicity (E0 ) 1.45 eV
in the low θO limit) and the surface normal peaked product
angular distribution argue for passage through similar
transition state configurations with similar energies for

FIGURE 4. Potential energy diagram for catalytic oxidation of CO
on Pt(111). The solid curve is derived from molecular beam scattering
data obtained at low coverages and high temperatures.27 The
potential energy of molecularly adsorbed reagents is given by the
dashed line.
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both the thermal and photochemical reactions. Although
the chemisorbed O2 was photoexcited by 4.03 eV photons
at 308 nm, it seems that rapid quenching of the charge
transfer excited O2

- species leads to a modestly energized
or hot O2 species in its electronic ground state, which can
go on to desorb, dissociate, or react as would a thermally
energized O2 on the PES of Figure 1 or 4. Further
experimental support for this viewpoint comes from the
photodesorption dynamics of chemisorbed O2 discussed
earlier. Ultimately, it is the photochemically produced hot
O atoms which are believed to oxidize the CO.10

In general, we should anticipate that the rapid elec-
tronic quenching rates on metals will ensure that surface
photochemical reactions will proceed, for the most part,
on the ground state potentials relevant to catalysis. Even
for particularly energetic photoreactions involving rela-
tively light reactive species such as O atom or CH3 radical
photofragments with as much as 2 eV of translational
energy, the fragments will move less than 0.3 Å over a
typical excited state lifetime of less than 5 fs for a
chemisorbed species.30

The rapid quenching of adsorbate electronic states on
metals also serves to damp the generation of photoprod-
uct translational and internal energy on the photochemi-
cally excited PES. Zimmermann and Ho30 have shown
that typical photoproduct translational energy distribu-
tions evolved on relatively featureless model PESs should
have the form of flux weighted Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions with high “temperatures” (e.g. 1000 K) related
to the excited state lifetime and some parameters of the
ground and excited state PESs. Ultimately, the rapid
electronic quenching of adsorbates on metals may be
advantageous to photochemists interested in bimolecular
reaction dynamics on surfaces since this property tends
to (i) require that photochemically initiated reactions will
proceed primarily on the ground state potentials and (ii)

suggest that photochemically energized reagents may be
treated as locally hot reagents even though the surface
and surrounding species may remain cold.

We apply these last principles to comment on the CO
oxidation dynamics and PES with reference only to the
CO2 photoproduct translational energy distribution of
Figure 3. The limiting translational energy of E Tmax ) 1.35
( 0.15 eV provides an estimate for the exit channel
exoergicity, E0. The idea here is that for small dynamical
systems such as the CO2/Pt(111) transition state there
should be at least some reactive trajectories for which all
the product energy appears as pure translation. This
principle is commonly applied in gas phase photofrag-
ment translational energy spectroscopy to extract bond
dissociation energies for small molecules (by assuming
that D0 ) hν - E Tmax).31 The complication in surface
photochemical reactions is that the reagents may have
energies in excess of that required to surmount the
activation barrier for reaction, and some of this excess
energy may be channeled into product translation. How-
ever, in common with thermal reactions, the reagent
energy distribution is expected to be exponentially damped
with increasing energy (i.e. P(E) ∼ exp(-E/kbT*), where
T* is an effective temperature resulting from rapid quench-
ing on the excited state potential), so the majority of
successful reactive trajectories will be very close in energy
to the transition state barrier. For reactions with relatively
large exit channel barriers (i.e. E0 . k bT*) the approxima-
tion that E0 ∼ E Tmax may be fairly good.32 If we accept
this line of reasoning for the CO photooxidation reaction,
we may also estimate the average partitioning of product
energy into translation as f T ) 〈E T〉/E0 ∼ 0.45 eV/1.35 eV
) 33% which compares to an average value of 40% for
the thermal L-H reaction and a value as low as 25% for
the thermal H-K reaction.35

The dynamics of the CO photooxidation are consistent
with a mechanism involving reactive attack of hot O atom
photofragments on nearby CO. Although we have argued
above that laser excitation of chemisorbed O2 acts much
like a pulsed Bunsen burner to locally heat the O2 species
and liberate reactive O atom “photofragments”, it may be
possible to vary the O atom translational energy distribu-
tion by photoexciting the chemisorbed O2 at different
wavelengths to access different Franck-Condon regions
of the charge transfer excited state. It might then be
possible to examine the effect of reagent translational
energy on the CO photooxidation reactivity and dynamics.

5. C-H Bond Activation of Methane:
Dissociative Adsorption on Platinum(111)
Interest in methane C-H bond activation and cleavage
on transition metal surfaces stems from the desire to
optimize catalytic methods to convert this abundant
natural gas resource into higher order hydrocarbons and
liquid chemical feedstocks. Our photochemical approach
for examining CH4(g) T CH3(ad) + H(ad) reactions on Pt-
(111) was to explore the dynamics of methyl radical
hydrogenation directly and to use microscopic reversibility

FIGURE 5. TOF spectrum and translational energy distribution for
CO2 photoproduct detected at ϑ ) 0° after 308 nm irradiation of
0.12 monolayer CO/0.12 monolayer O2/Pt(111).16
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and detailed balance arguments to learn about methane
dissociative adsorption. Methyl radical hydrogenation was
examined by 308 nm excimer laser irradiation of a CH3-
Br/H/Pt(111) surface held at 20 K.17 Photoinduced dis-
sociative electron attachment (DEA) of hot substrate
electrons to CH3Br led to hot CH3 radicals which ab-
stracted surface H to form methane. Photoproduct meth-
ane left the surface in a sharp (0.8 cos30 ϑ + 0.2 cos ϑ)
angular distribution and with a high mean translational
energy, 〈E T〉 ) 0.45 eV. The peaked shape of the methane
P(E T) provided evidence for an exit channel barrier which
directed substantial energy into product translation. Mi-
croscopic reversibility implies that an entrance channel
barrier should be surmounted in the reverse reaction,
methane dissociative adsorption. In the photochemical
hydrogenation reaction, methyl radicals were produced
with translational energies of up to 2 eV,33 and the reactive
trajectories may have sampled a portion of the reactive
potential somewhat differently than in a thermal reaction.
As a consequence, it was instructive to examine the
thermal hydrogenation, CH3(ad) + H(ad) f CH4(g), by
angle resolved thermal programmed reaction (TPR), where
detailed balance should apply.34 Adsorbed CH3 radicals
were produced by photoinduced DEA of CH3Br for which
about 20% of the methyl photofragments became trapped
on the surface. Methane produced by TPR left the surface
in a cos37 ϑ angular distribution at Ts ) 240 K. The sharply
peaked methane angular distribution provided further
evidence for a large exit channel barrier. Kinetic isotope
effects for both the photochemical and thermal hydroge-
nation reactions provided no evidence for tunneling (k H/
k D e 1.5), contrary to the predictions of the often
discussed thermally assisted tunneling model35 for meth-
ane dissociative adsorption. These low kinetic isotope
effects led to our development of an alternative “over-
the-barrier” model for CH4(g) T CH3(ad) + H(ad) reac-
tions based on statistical, microcanonical rate theory.36

Molecular beam studies35a,37 of methane dissociative
adsorption on Pt(111) show that dissociative sticking
increases monotonically with methane internal energy,
normal translational energy, and the surface temperature.
Apparently, energy in all these modes can help an impact-
ing methane molecule overcome the ∼0.65 eV barrier to
dissociative adsorption. Given that the time scale for an
energetic collision of a methane molecule with the surface
is τc ∼ 10-13 s and the speed of sound in Pt is 3.3 × 103

m/s, only local surface atoms in the topmost layer may
exchange vibrational energy with the molecule (i.e. within
a radius of ∼3.3 Å). This deduction allows us to focus
our attention on an energized molecule/surface complex
involving only a few surface atoms. If we assume that
electronic energy exchange between the surface and
molecule can be neglected, since methane has no low-
lying electronically excited states, then we may model the
surface reaction in analogy to an adiabatic gas phase
reaction between a molecule and a cluster of surface
atoms. If we further assume that energized molecule/
surface complexes statistically span their phase space as
a collisionally excited ensemble, then the well-established

RRKM methods of unimolecular rate theory should be
applicable. Importantly, we do not need to require that
each individual energized complex statistically explore its
phase space in the short τc ∼ 100 fs allotted for a surface
collision. It suffices that the ensemble of collisionally
prepared complexes spans this phase space in order for
the statistical kinetic methods to work. The latter require-
ment is much less restrictive and more likely since the
initial conditions (i.e. collisional impact parameters and
orientational and vibrational phases) are not well-specified
in a beam experiment. Even a modestly mixing reactive
potential may serve to diverge the trajectories of the
incident molecules sufficiently to generate a fairly statisti-
cal array of energized complexes. These assumptions
allow for the development of a microcanonical rate theory
model which can treat direct dissociative sticking of
polyatomic molecules under both equilibrium and non-
equilibrium conditions.36

The statistical model for methane dissociative adsorp-
tion assumes a loose transition state, C-H stretch as the
reaction coordinate and conservation of incident molec-
ular momentum parallel to the surface. Ultimately there
are only three free parameters: the reaction barrier height,
the methane-Pt(111) vibrational frequency, and the num-
ber of active Pt vibrational modes in the energized
complex. Simulations to a single set of molecular beam
sticking data defined these parameters as E0 ) 0.635 (
0.1 eV, ν ) 130 ( 30 cm-1, and n ) 3, respectively.36 The
remaining molecular beam sticking data which probed the
effects of methane translational and internal energies,
isotope, and surface temperature are predicted quite well,
as illustrated in Figure 6. Notice that, in the nonequilib-
rium molecular beam experiments, the “Arrhenius plots”
of Figure 6b as a function of 1/Ts yield very different slopes
which might be interpreted as different “effective barrier
heights” dependent on the incident methane translational
energy. These observations are simply explained by the
requirement for a pooled energy in excess of E0 for
reactions to occur in individual molecule/cluster com-
plexes. As the incident methane translational energy is
reduced, the surface degrees of freedom become increas-
ingly important as a source of energy to help overcome
the barrier to reaction.

The statistical model was also used to predict the
angular distribution of methane from methyl radical
hydrogenation on Pt(111) at 240 K via detailed balance.36

The predicted angular distribution peaks around the
surface normal as cos15 ϑ, rather than cos37 ϑ as observed
experimentally. This discrepancy is not too worrisome
because the model parameters were based on the only
available methane dissociative sticking data taken in the
limit of zero coverage, whereas the methyl radical hydro-
genation reactions were performed at close to saturation
combined coverage of adsorbed H and methyl radicals.
Detailed balance calculations should only rigorously apply
under identical surface coverage conditions. It seems
likely that the sharpening of the experimental methane
angular distribution is caused by chemisorbate induced
tempering of the surface reactivity. Recently, Matsumoto
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and co-workers38 were able to examine the high-coverage
methyl radical hydrogenation on Pt(111) by laser induced
thermal reaction (LITR) and claimed the dynamics to be
in qualitative, but not quantitative, accord with the zero
coverage predictions of the statistical model. Here again,
a coverage dependent activation barrier may be respon-
sible for the discrepancies encountered.

When the barrier height for CD4 dissociative adsorption
is raised from its zero coverage value of 0.68 eV to 1.21
eV, detailed balance simulations of the statistical model39

recover the mean translational energy of 〈E T〉 ) 0.43 (
0.01 eV observed for the CD4 product from LITR. Figure
7 compares the CD4 translational energy distribution from
LITR occurring at a calculated temperature of Ts ) 395 K
with the detailed balance prediction of the statistical
model with E0 ) 1.21 eV. The maximum translational
energy of the CD4 from LITR, E Tmax ) 1.2 ( 0.1 eV,
provides an experimental lower bound for the barrier
height of the reverse reaction which agrees well with the
theoretical estimate based on fitting the observed 〈E T〉. The
fraction of the exit channel exothermicity that appears in
product translation, f T ) 36%, is very similar to that ob-
served for CO oxidation. Detailed balance predictions for
the methane angular distributions from the thermally
induced methyl radical hydrogenation reactions are given
in Figure 8. The increased E0 barrier height proposed at

high coverage sharpens the methane angular distributions
into quite good agreement with experiment. A final com-
forting feature of the statistical theory is that it predicts a
finite mean translational energy for methane desorbing
at high angles, rather than the progression to infinite ener-
gy as ϑ tends to 90°, as predicted by the more familiar
1-D adsorption/desorption theories.40 Ultimately, this sta-
tistical over-the-barrier model of the CH4(g) T CH3(ad)

FIGURE 6. Comparison of theoretical simulations36 of methane
dissociative sticking on Pt(111) with data from molecular beam
experiments.35a,37 The three free parameters of the statistical model
were fixed once and for all by the CH4 Tnozzle ) 680 K dissociative
sticking coefficient versus normal translational energy data.

FIGURE 7. Product translational energy distributions for the laser
induced thermal reaction CD3(ad) + D(ad) f CD4(g) assumed to
occur at the calculated peak surface temperature of 395 K. The
experimental translational energy distribution derived from the best
fit to the CD4 product TOF spectra from Matsumoto’s LITR experi-
ments38 is shown alongside the detailed balance prediction of the
statistical model for reaction at 395 K with E0 ) 1.21 eV.

FIGURE 8. Product angular distributions for several thermally
induced methyl radical hydrogenation reactions.34,38 The detailed
balance predictions of the statistical model are shown for both the
zero coverage dissociative adsorption barrier determined by mo-
lecular beam experiments and the high coverage barrier determined
by LITR. The variations in E0 with H/D substitution simply reflect
zero-point energy shifts.
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+ H(ad) reactions is able to predict a remarkably wide
range of dynamical behavior in a simple, unified manner.

6. Conclusions
The studies of Pt(111) reactivity highlighted here have
revealed a range of phenomena familiar from other
phases: ballistic collisions, cage effects, and the persistent
utility of transition state theory. The adsorbate photo-
chemical reactions have proven to be useful model
systems for investigating the dynamics of catalytic reac-
tions. The important theoretical outcome of this work has
been the development of a microcanonical rate theory for
direct dissociative adsorption/recombinative desorption
reactions which can provide detailed predictions for state
resolved sticking and desorption probabilities. In the
future, it is anticipated that photochemical methods will
provide an increasingly useful complement to molecular
beam techniques for probing the reaction dynamics of
catalysis. Although much remains to be learned, the basic
tools required to experimentally measure and theoretically
extract the important features of catalytic potential energy
surfaces are sufficiently well-developed at present that the
prospects for intelligently designing and optimizing future
catalysts seem bright indeed.

This research was made possible by National Science Founda-
tion Grants CHE-9214817 and CHE-9634272 and a talented group
of students and postdoctoral fellows to whom I am most grateful.
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